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Music starts

INT. OFFFICE - DAY

A view above a big modern office. People are having chats at
the coffee machine, others are doing calls at their desks. A
MAN is copying some documents while he is starring at a
crowd of talking, beautiful WOMEN to the right of him. He
doesn’t notice that the papers are already falling to the
ground, by the huge amount of copies he is doing.

A desk. A man comes from the right into the picture. It is
JASON MCLANE, 29. He is wearing a white shirt with a black
tie.

He takes a seat.

Someone walks by. Jason greets him.

SERIES OF SHOTS

- Jason starts his computer, puts his mug with the image of
a cartoon dog and some pens on the table.

- Jason yawns and greets another people who passes his desk.

- Jason, typing some emails.

- Jason, on a call.

- Jason, reading some documents.

- Jason, receiving a package and signs the call card.

- Jason, looking at his watch, then pulling something out of
his suitcase.

He smiles, then he puts a BARRETTE to his temple and pulls
the trigger. A shot comes out, blood squirts into the air,
he drops off the chair and people scream.

INSERT TITLE

I’m Crazy 4 U

FADE OUT:

BLACKNESS

JASON (V.O.)
Surprised? Well I think we all got
our own style to handle a monday
morning. You may ask yourself "Who

(MORE)
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JASON (V.O.) (cont’d)
is this psycho. If it’s so, then
let me please introduce myself. My
name is Jason McLane and no, this
is not the story of a dead man who
returns back as a ghost to save the
life of his beloved wife.

(beat)
It’s the story of a guy who is too
dumb to shoot himself to death.

The sound of an ambulance car driving fast is audible.

FADE IN:

INT. AMBULANCE CAR - DAY

Jason McLane is lying on a stretcher. Two emergency people
are checking his condition and providing him with an
infusion. Jason’s body is shaking by the anxious driving
style of the DRIVER.

JASON (V.O.)
(continues)

I mean, come on. The probability of
dying by a headshot lies at
approximately 95%. 95%! How could
someone be so stupid to fail
something like this. I mean it is
like someone gives you all right
answers for the
multiple-choice-test and you don’t
manage to copy them correctly.

(beat)
What? Why I did this? Well let’s
say life didn’t went so well last
time.

INT. JASONS BEDROOM - DAY - FLASHBACK STARTS

JASON’S GIRLFRIEND (25) is having sex with his old school
friend; BILL THOMSON (28).

The door opens and Jason comes in with a bunch of flowers.

Both stop immediately and look shocked towards Jason

JASON
Happy anniversary, I guess.

JASON’S GIRLFRIEND just looks shocked and says nothing.
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JASON
Hey Bill.

BILL
Hey... Jason.

JASON
Your shoes?

BILL
What?

Jason looks at Bill’s SHOES. Stylish white sneakers.

BILL
Yes.

JASON
Cool ones.

BILL
Ehm ... thanks.

Jason slowly steps back, out of the room, but still keeps
looking at the shoes.

JASON
Very cool ones.

He closes the door.

INT. other OFFICE - DAY - FLASHBACK

Jason is typing in his laptop and answering mails. A bundle
of paper gets thrown onto the table from the right side.
Jason looks up and sees his former boss MR. JENKINS (59)
with an angry face.

JENKINS
You call this piece of bumph a
report?

(beat)
Your fired!

INT. JASONS BEDROOM - DAY - FLASHBACK

The door of Jason’s bedroom with some balloons tied to the
handle. The door opens.

He steps in and stops. He looks straight ahead.

His second girlfriend NICOLE (23) and a GUY (26) are making
love.
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JASON
Happy Birthday I guess.

INT. ANOTHER OFFICE - DAY - FLASHBACK

Jason is stroking with his fingers over a picture of a young
beautiful women. A bundle of paper smash on the table from
the right side. Jason hides the picture fast under some
documents, looks up and see his former boss MRS. COX (53)
with an angry face.

MRS. COX
You call this piece of crap a cost
analysis.

(beat)
You’re fired!

INT. JASONS BEDROOM - DAY - FLASHBACK

The door of Jasons bedroom with a Christmas wreath tied to
the handle. The door opens.

He steps in and stops. He looks straight ahead.

His third Girlfriend KIMBERLY dressed as a christmas elf
(25) and a BLACK GUY (25) dressed as Santa making love.

JASON
Happy Christmas I guess.

INT. ONE OTHER OFFICE - DAY - FLASHBACK

The picture of a magazine page with
multiple-choice-questions. The camera zooms into one
specific quesition with the text:

You are on a cliff. What would you
do?

a) Enjoy the view and think about
life [].

b) Jump [].

Jason’s fingers moves a pen between the two boxes. He
crosses b). A bundle of paper gets thrown onto the table
from the right side of the picture. Jason quickly hides the
magazin fast under some documents, looks up and sees his
former Boss MR.KEITH (40) with an angry face.

MR. KEITH
You call this piece of shit a
presentation?

(beat)
(MORE)
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MR. KEITH (cont’d)
You’re fired!

EXT. CEMETERY - DAY - FLASHBACK

Jason, his Father FLINT(63), his older Brother GEORGE (32),
GEORGE’S FAMILY and some people, all dressed in black, are
sitting on benches and grieving. A PRIEST (60) is quoting
some parts of the Holy Bible.

JASON (V.O.)
And yes. The funeral of my ma,
wasn’t too so good for my psych
condition I guess.

INT. HOME - DAY - FLASHBACK

We see his bedroom again. But this time it looks very messed
up. Jason is laying on the bed. His alarm is sounding. He
stops it and stands up. He is dressed in his funeral
clothes.

He pulls out his phone. Jason’s Boss, ARCHER (54),has texted
him.

JASON POV

ARCHER (TEXT)
I saw your report! I’ll hope you’re
not a comedian, cause this shit
isn’t funny. Visit my office later.
So you can explain this piece of
dirt.

SERIES OF SHOTS

- Jason laughs.

- Jason eats breakfast.

- Jason brushes his teeth.

- Jason sits in a bus. A FAT MAN who is sleeping, leans his
head on Jason’s shoulder and starts to slobber on Jason’s
shirt. Jason is smiling like mad.

- Jason comes from the right side into the picture. Sits.
Smiles.

FADE OUT:

BLACKNESS
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JASON (V.O.)
You guys know the rest.

A shot and screaming people are audible.

FADE IN:

INT. AMBULANCE CAR - DAY

JASON (V.O.)
(continues)

So where were we?
(beat)

Ah yes I failed my suicide. I know
something with me just isn’t
alright. I really have...

INT. CLINIC, OFFICE - DAY

We see DOCTOR MOHAN (36). An Indian doctor. He sits behind a
white desk. Behind him are cupboards with a lot of books and
body parts models.

DOC. MOHAN
...A problem.

George, Jason’s Brother, is sitting on a chair next to
Jason. Both look unhappy.

GEORGE
A problem?

DOC. MOHAN
Yes. I’m afraid to tell you that
Jason’s little adventure...

Mohan gives Jason a reproachful look. Jason looks confused
and innocent at him and then at his brother and silently
forms the word ’What?’ with his mouth.

DOC. MOHAN (CONT’D)
Caused much more problems, than
fears.

GEORGE
Problems of which kind?

DOC. MOHAN
Look...

Mohan stands up and moves to a magnet board and put some
fMRI scans of Jason’s brain on it. There are four monochrome
pictures of a skull and the brain on it. Some parts of the
brain are red and yellow colored.
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DOC. MOHAN
(looking at the pictures)

Here we got Jason’s cortex cerebri.
And here in the front we got the
lobus frontalis. The round enters
here Jason’s brain and left it
right on the other site. This
caused a dramatic cerebral
ischemia. We still aren’t able to
identify the whole extent of the
aftereffects. But...

JASON
...Doc... I used to be a
telemarketer. You also could have
done this small presentation in
Arabic and there would be no
difference at all for me.

(beat)
So please tell it to me in easy
words. What is wrong with me.

Mohan looks serious and sad at once over to Jason.

DOC. MOHAN
We don’t know.

George and Jason look shocked.

DOC. MOHAN (CONT’D)
Actually. You should be dead with
such an shot. It is an astonishing
wonder that you are alive and
more... that you are still you!

Mohan looks pensively over to Jason.


